Unified additional requirement in consideration of regional approval for multiregional clinical trials.
To speed up the process of bringing a new drug to the market, more and more clinical trials are being conducted simultaneously in multiple regions. After demonstrating the overall drug's efficacy across regions, the regulatory and drug sponsor may also want to assess the drug's effect in specific region(s). Most of the recent approaches imposed a uniform criterion to assess the consistency of treatment effects between the interested region(s) and the entire study population regardless of the number of regions in multiregional clinical trials (MRCT). As a result, the needed sample size to achieve the desired probability of satisfying the regional requirement could be huge and implausible for the trial sponsors to implement. In this paper, we propose a unified additional requirement for regional approval by differing the parameters in the additional requirement depending on the number of planned regions. In particular, the values of the parameters are determined by a reasonable sample size increase with the desired probability satisfying the additional requirement. Considering the practicality of the global trial or sample size increase, we recommend specific values of the parameters for a different number of planned regions. We also introduce the assurance probability curve to evaluate the performance of different regional requirements.